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Assrnacr
A series of facets in zone [010j was ground on a diamond. The grinding direction was

maintained parallel to the zone axis, and the cutting rates were determined. ft is shown that
the grinding hardness of diamond even along a principal (four-fold) axis is dependent upon
the orientation of the surface on which the measurement is made.

- 
It is not possible to represent a grinding hardness solid, analogous, {or example, with

the optical indicatrix of transparent crystals. The impiication is that it it were pissible to
develop a theory oI grinding hardness in diarnond, the simplest harclness modil must be
represented by a tensor of at least fourth order.

The purpose of the present note is to demonstrate that the grinding
hardness of diamond, even parallel to a principal (four-fold) axis, is
dependent upon the orientation of the surface on which the measurement
is made. Grinding hardness is considered reciprocal to the rate of re-
moval of material by grinding. rt is fairry easy to demonstrate such a
relationship for the more randomly rocated cutting directions. rn the
case of a four-fold symmetry axis the reratively easy grinding along such
a direction in any plane makes the measurement rather difficurt. The
preliminary data presented in a previous paper (Denning, 1955) are not
sufficiently exact to warrant positive conclusions for so special a direction
as the one under consideration. Such uncertainty exists because the
measurements were made at widely separated times, which necessitated
unavoidable systematic errors in the grinding rate of the reference

normal to a symmetry plane. If, however, the surface on which the meas_
urement is made is not quite normal to the symmetry plane (010),
then an appreciable asymmetry of grinding rates is introduced. For
example, if a plane whose two-circie coordinates are e:90", p:1o is
ground toward (100) and then toward itOO), then toward (010) and
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(010), and the results are compared with those from a surface exactly

parallel with (001), ground in analogous directions, it is found that the

rn"".o,"-tttts in the first case (d:90o, p:1') toward (100) show ap-

preciably greater hardness than the other three sets of measurements.

The latter three all exhibit about the same hardness as the four analogous

directions on a plane accurately parallel to (001). In practice, at least

with the methods here employed, it is impossible to orient planes with

an accuracy of much better than 15 minutes of arc. In order to minimize

orientation errors the planes studied were oriented to a tolerance of

+0', -30'from parallel to [010]. That is, the orientation error was kept

toward the soft, rather than the hard, direction. In this way a valid

average of cutting rate can be obtained. Such an average could not be

used if the surface were located to * 15'. The accuracy of the p angle is

of no particular importance because of the small rate of change of relative

grinding hardness with respect to this angle. Special care has been

taken to minimize systematic errors. The areas of the facets have been

in plotting the accompanying curve.
Table 1 is a summary of the data obtained from 14 facets' Each hard-

ness value is the average of three independent determinations. The last

column is an average of the four quadrants according to the symmetry

hedron.
The optimum cutting direction on the dodecahedron is slightly softer

than the same direction on a cube facet. The magnitude of the observed

hardness variation is not very great. To the practical cutter or user of
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Tesln 1. Rnr,arrvn Gnrxorwc HanoNnss ol Dreuoxo Aroxc [010] oN a Srnrns
ol Pr,exrs. (THn Srcoxo Dncruar_ pracr rs Nor SrcxrrrceNr)

Facet
Number

^ Average Adjusted

" Hardness Hardness

I
2
3
A

6
7
a

9
10
1 l
t2
13
14

cube (001)

dodecahedron (101)

cube (100)
dodecahedron (101)
cube (001)
dodecahedron (101)
cube (f00)
dodecahedron (f01)

900
900
90'
90"
90'
900
90'
900
90"

270"
270"
270"

0'
1 1 0
23"
36"
/  q o

51 '
59"

90'
135"
180'
135"
900
450

1 . 0 3
0 . 8 1
0 . 6 8
0.43
0 . 5 9
0 . 5 8
0 . 5 9
0.49
1 . 2 1
0 . 4 8
1  1 n

0 . 4 6
0 . 7 3
0 . 5 6

1 . 0 0
0 . 8 3
0 . 6 2
0 . 5 2
0 . 5 1
0 . 5 1
0 . 5 6
0 . 6 4
I . 0 0
0 . 5 1
1 . 0 0
0 . 5 1
1 . 0 0
0 . 5 1

Frc. 1. Relative grinding hardness vectors parallel to [010].
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diamonds, the hardness variation along a four-fold symmetry axis is

negligibie. Such variation may be of theoretical interest in the detailed

inilrf,retation of the relation of the diamond structure to directional

hardness variation.
It is of interest to note that to specify fully the continuous grinding

( = e o ' f r  Q = 2 7 o "

Frc. 2. Relative grinding hardness of diamond along [010]' The curve is averaged ac-

cording to the four-fold syro"-"try of this direction' The values along the abscissa are the

two-cii'cle coordinates of the facets on which the hardness was measured'
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